FISHING IN DENMARK
Now I will start this by saying I am not an angler so the limit of my knowledge is shared below. My
dad, however, is a keen fisherman who normally does lake fishing but this summer when he visited
us he wanted to try his hand at sea fishing here. So as I did a fair bit of research for him, I thought
I’d share it here. Fun fact – there are 2-300,000 pleasure anglers in Denmark!

First the law. You need to get an annual hobby fishing licence which costs 300dkk per year but if
you are like my dad and over 70 years old you don’t need one. All the information about the licence
including how to purchase one plus the rules about how, when and where you can fish can be
found on the Landbrugsstyrelsen website. There is some information in English but as usual
Google Chrome does a pretty good job of translating the Danish. There are also rules about how
many of a certain fish you can land (which would be great for many hobby anglers to actually catch

this many!) There is also a mobile app you can use to buy the fishing licence and also to check if
the location you wish to fish in is outside a protection zone. The link to the app is here.

Next where to fish. I asked for some advice on this and there were a few places that were
recommended. The Sluse at Sluseholmen, Oceankaj (or Terminalen) at the very tip of Nordhavn
(not sure how legal it is to fish here but there is a friendly vibe and plenty of mackerel and flatfish to
be caught here. They have a private Facebook page you can join.) and along the coast south of
Køge. It is possible to fish off Amager Strand between October and April, there are rules about the
beach including this on boards all along the front there). This page on the By Og Havn’s website
has a link to map which shows where it is permissible to fish in Copenhagen.

So where do you get your gear in Copenhagen? There are a few pretty good fishing tackle
shops in the city and they are run by helpful and very knowledgeable people. I can recommend
Jagt Fiskeri Magasinet close to Nørreport Station. Thor who works there took the time to write me
a long email with tons of advice for my dad. It is a very well stocked shop. There is also Hunters
House in Frederiksberg which gets good reviews, although we didn’t go to this place. Finally
there is a tiny shop, Billigt Fiskegrej on Amagerbrogade, which also bizarrely sells X box games
and Fidgetspinners, but my dad was very impressed with it and the prices were lower than he
expected. The chap in here was also super friendly and helpful. There is also a reasonable
selection of fishing basics in Bilka at Fields and on their website.

